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The modelization of multi-phase Darcy flows is a key issue in many geosciences applications
such as those of the INRIA project team COFFEE (COmplex Flows For Energy and Environ-
ment). In includes for example the modelization of flows in porous media applied to oil and
gas recovery in petroleum reservoirs, oil exploration in sedimentary basins, or the geological
storage of CO2 in saline aquifers.

The numerical simulation of such models is a challenge in terms of mathematical formula-
tion and discretization due to the multiscale nature of the porous media and to the couplings
and nonlinearities involved in the models.

The proposed research topic focuses on the discretization of multi-phase Darcy flows on frac-
tured porous media using an hybrid dimensional approach. Such models couple the flow in the
fracture network described as a d− 1 manifold with the flow in the surrounding d-dimensional
porous media, the matrix, with d = 2, 3 (see [1], [2], [3]).

For example, in the simple case of a single fracture Γf = ∂Ω1∩∂Ω2 at the interface between
the two domains Ω1 and Ω2, one obtains the following single phase Darcy flow model:

div(ui) = si on Ωi, i = 1, 2
ui = −Ki∇pi sur Ωi, i = 1, 2

divτ (uf )− u1 · n1 − u2 · n2 = Sf on Γf ,
uf = −df Kf,τ∇τpf on Γf ,

u1 · n1 = Kf,n
p1−pf

df
2

on Γf ,

u2 · n2 = Kf,n
p2−pf

df
2

on Γf ,

(1)

where pf is an average pressure in the fracture Γf . This asymptotic model assumes that the
thickness df of the matrix is small compared with the dimension of the domain.

The objective of the PhD position is to develop and analyse theoritically and numerically
innovative finite volume schemes for the discretization of such models on general unstructured
polygonal or polyhedral meshes, and for a general network of fractures with possibly immersed
fractures and intersections between fractures. The discretization should also take into account
the heterogenity and anisotropy of the porous media. We will focus on recent finite volume
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schemes using either cell and face unknowns [6], [7] or cell and node unknowns [4], [5] and
extend these schemes in order to take into account the coupling with the fracture network. The
longitudinal but also the transversal permeabilities of the fractures will be taken into account
to deal with fractures acting either as barriers or conductive as it is the case in the above single
fracture model.

The discretization of the finite volume fluxes will first be studied numerically and theoriti-
cally for single phase Darcy flow problems. Then, the schemes will be extended to multi-phase
Darcy flows using a fully coupled approach as opposed to decoupled approaches such as [8]
in order to deal with possibly compressible flows. In addition it should take into account the
discontinuity of the hydrodynamic properties between the fractures and the matrix.

• Applicants should have an Engineering school degree or a Master degree in applied math-
ematics with a good knowledge of the discretization of partial differential equations. They
must be familiar with a scientific programming language such as Fortran, C or C++, have
a first experience in scientific computing and be interested in collaborative teamwork.

• The PhD position will be held in the J.A. Dieudonné department of Mathematics at the
University of Nice Sophia Antipolis The PhD will be part of the INRIA team Coffee
(Complex Flows For Environment and Energy) http://www.inria.fr/equipes/coffee.

• The PhD is done in collaboration with Alexandre Lapène from TOTAL research centre
in Pau. It is financed by TOTAL who will be the employer with a net salary of roughly
2000 euros per month including bonuses.

• Starting date as soon as possible, duration 3 years.

• Send applications with CV, letter of motivation, and references, to roland.masson@unice.fr,
alexandre.lapene@total.com

• Key words: finite volume schemes, general meshes, two phase Darcy flows, fractured
porous media
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